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Type Ia supernovae displaying signatures of interaction with circumstellar material around their progenitor systems
(dubbed Ia-CSM) are a very rare class of supernova explosion, but provide some of the best evidence for ’single
degenerate’ progenitors. We present detailed observations of LSQ15adm a SN discovered young, and promptly
classified by the PESSTO public survey, revealing hydrogen emission lines tracing interaction with a dense CSM. A
series of high resolution spectra obtained with XSHOOTER at VLT revealed that the narrow lines in LSQ15adm are
redshifted with time, a peculiar phenomenon never seen before in this SN class.

LSQ15adm was classified as a IaCSM at -8 d relative to the B-band
maximum. Since then an intense
follow-up campaign was triggered
including a high resolution
XSHOOTER program (PI R. Cartier).
On the left, the Fig. shows the optical
light curves obtained as part of the
PESSTO and CSP follow-up
campaigns. The arrows at the bottom
marks the epochs of the
spectroscopic obser vations.
LSQ15adm reached a peak
magnitude of MV ≈ -20.7 mag on MJD
57132.05 being ~ 1.5 mag brighter
than a normal Ia.

Comparison with a SN Ia

Comparison with a SN Ic

SN 2002ic (Hamuy+03), the defining SN of this
sub-class, showed strong narrow hydrogen lines
from the CSM, while the underlying spectrum
was similar to the luminous SN Ia 1991T. A SN Ic
origin has also been proposed for these SNe
(Benetti+06). However the strong S II showed by
SN 2002ic, and the recent discovery of PTF11kx
(Dilday+12), a truly SN Ia that after a few days
showed signs of circumstellar interaction
smilier to SN 2002ic, favour s the SN Ia
interpretation. In particular, for LSQ15adm
around maximum SNID (Blondin & Tonry 2007)
yields a good match to the SN Ia templates at
the correct redshift, while the SN Ic templates
yield a good match but at a wrong redshift.

Shocked CSM
(broad Hα component).

Un-shocked CSM
(narrow components).
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The broad Hα component in LSQ15adm become evident between +30 to +80
d after peak brightness in the B−band (see Fig). Remarkably, after the onset
of the broad Hα, which possibly marks the beginning of the interaction with
the densest CSM shells, the narrow P-Cygni profiles are redshifted by ~ 50
km s-1. Assuming that the redshift of the narrow components is a
consequence of the forward shock propagating through the CSM, and since
the narrow lines are formed in an un-shocked region, a possible explanation
is that the propagation of the forward shock through the CSM displaces the
narrow line formation to the outer parts of the CSM. Thus, the displacement
of the narrow lines is evidence of the propagation of the shock, and also
traces the structure/composition of the CSM. Interestingly, at the resolution
of XSHOOTER, LSQ15adm only exhibit narrow emission lines of He I.

